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O U N T A I N B I K I N G

ACROSS
1. A jump where the gap between the takeoff and landing is filled in with dirt
2. A corner on a trail that has been banked to provide more grip and increase trail flow
3. Part of the hydraulic brake system that pushes on the pads 
4. Mountainbiking
5. Connects the hub and rim
6. Riding on the back wheel without pedaling
7. Medium sized rocks found on trail
8. 29 front, 27.5 rear
9. The state of feeling completely smooth and in control when riding
10. A 180° turn in a trail
11. Ensures tension is retained in the derailleur throughout its movement
12. Dirt road, access road, often used for long climbs
13. New standard for hub width
14. Any section of a trail where riders can jump from one feature and land on another
15. A sub-assembly of the wheel’s hub that allows you to coast
16. Cluster of sprockets located on the rear hub
17. Popular food item that a smashed wheel resembles

1. Loose, dry dirt. Grippy
2. Using your body to jump the bike into the air
3. When cornering forces air to escape from a tubeless tire
4. Putting a foot down while riding
5. A narrow trail
6. Maximum distance suspension can compress
7. Crashing due to the tire losing traction
8. Bike with only front suspension
9. Riding discipline where riders are only timed on downhill sections
10. Bike geometry with lower than normal angles
11. Seatpost with adjustable height
12. Measurement between the two wheels
13. Front sprocket that’s connected to the crank
14. Slightly convex or arch shape of a horizontal surface. Off _________________
15. Vertical section of a trail that forces riders to catch air. Sometimes rocks or features
16. Using all of your suspension travel
17. How much the suspension compresses when the rider sits on the bike
18. Part of the hydraulic brake system that the pads are pushed against. Easily bent
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